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A potential diagnostic pitfall in the histologic assessment of melanoma is the inability to recognize unusual
melanoma variants. Of these, the more treacherous examples include the desmoplastic melanoma, the nevoid
melanoma, the so-called ‘minimal-deviation melanoma,’ melanoma with prominent pigment synthesis or
‘animal-type melanoma,’ and the malignant blue nevus. Also problematic are the unusual phenotypic profiles
seen in vertical growth phase melanomas; these include those tumors whose morphological peculiarities mimic
cancers of nonmelanocytic lineage and those melanomas that express aberrant antigenic profiles not
commonly associated with a melanocytic histogenesis. Metaplastic change in melanoma, balloon cell
melanoma, signet-ring cell melanoma, myxoid melanoma, small cell melanoma and rhabdoid melanoma all
have the potential to mimic metastatic and primary neoplasms of different lineage derivations. Abnormal
immunohistochemical expression of CD 34, cytokeratins, epithelial membrane antigen, and smooth muscle
markers as well as the deficient expression of S100 protein and melanocyte lineage-specific markers such as
GP100 protein (ie HMB-45 antibody) and A103 (ie Melan-A) also present confusing diagnostic challenges. In this
review, we will discuss in some detail certain of these novel clinicopathologic types of melanoma, as well as the
abnormal phenotypic expressions seen in vertical growth phase melanoma.
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Desmoplastic melanoma

Introduction and Clinical Features

Demoplastic melanoma is a rare variant of malignant
melanoma first recognized in 1971.1 Desmoplastic
and neurotropic melanoma may be mistaken clini-
cally for a scar, a fibroma, a basal cell carcinoma, or a
fibromatosis. Sometimes there is pronounced mucin
deposition that imparts a boggy quality to the
lesion.2,3 The clinical clue to the diagnosis, when
present, is cutaneous or mucosal pigmentation
overlying a palpable dermal or submucosal nodule.
That said, only half of desmoplastic melanomas are
clinically pigmented.3 Desmoplastic melanomas
tend to occur in the head and neck area and the
upper back4–7 but are also seen in mucosal sites such
as the vulva or gingiva8 and in acral locations.
Typically, they occur in older patients, with mean
ages in the larger series falling into the sixth to
eighth decades of life.4,6,9–15 Larger series show a

male preponderance of 1.75 to 1.15 Although any
given desmoplastic melanoma can be deeply inva-
sive, when matched for depth of invasion, they are
associated with a lesser risk of metastatic disease
than conventional melanomas of similar depth. The
classical clinical finding is that of a pale or fleshy
firm nodule reminiscent of a scar, which tends to
delay clinical diagnosis and biopsy. Carlson et al,6

who reported an equal distribution in men and
women, found most tumors to be located in the head
and neck area (75%) and to be nonpigmented (57%);
they concluded that most desmoplastic melanomas
took origin in neoplasms that were of lentigo
maligna subtype. The lesions show a high recur-
rence rate, with recurrent tumors typically being
amelanotic and presenting as an area of scarring or
induration with palpable, ill-defined margins. In
patients with multiple recurrences, invasion of
adjacent structures such as salivary gland, perio-
steum, glenoid fossa, and cranial cavity can be seen.9

Local recurrences were noted in 29% of patients in
one series of 58 desmoplastic and/or neurotropic
melanomas, with a malignant cranial neuropathy
occurring in four patients and death from metastatic
disease in 19% of cases.16 Neurotropism stron-
gly enhances the statistical likelihood of localReceived 19 September 2005; accepted 28 September 2005
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recurrence.15 The probability of 5-year survival for
tumors greater than 4mm in thickness is higher than
that for other types of melanomas that are of similar
thickness,6,17 as alluded to above.

Histology

Desmoplastic melanoma is a form of vertical growth
phase melanoma in which the invasive tumor cells
have a spindled morphology and are associated with
a striking desmoplastic stromal response (Figures 1–
6). There appears to be a morphologic continuum
between desmoplastic melanoma and vertical
growth phase spindle cell melanoma, the latter
being the most frequent type of invasive melanoma
seen in lentigo maligna melanoma. In desmoplastic
melanoma, the neoplasm tends to extend deeply
into the reticular dermis. The average depth of
invasion at time of first excision is 4.1mm.6

Desmoplastic melanoma is poorly circumscribed,
with the deep and lateral margins of the tumor being
ill-defined (Figure 1).3 Reactive fibroblasts, the
presumptive source of matrix production, are inti-
mately admixed with the tumor cells, although there
is some controversy about the source of stromal
collagenization in these neoplasms. The neoplastic
melanocytic component may either assume a single-
cell dispersal pattern within the sclerotic dermis or
be disposed in long fascicles in a fashion remini-
scent of a fibrosarcoma, sometimes assuming a
whorled or storiform pattern. The fascicles may be
ensheathed by a mucinous matrix, imparting an

appearance resembling a peripheral nerve sheath
tumor such as a neuroma, schwannoma, or neurofi-
broma2 and prompting misdiagnosis as a form of
peripheral nerve sheath tumor18 (Figure 3). The
spindle cell and collagenous process may lie in
intimate apposition to the epidermis, which usually
appears attenuated, or there may be a grenz zone.6

When the tumor is contiguous with the epidermis, a
significantly thinner depth of invasion is the rule.
Within the epidermis in up to 80% of lesions in
some series, but in only half in our hands, there is a
proliferation of atypical melanocytes (Figures 2 and
4). Most often, this atypical proliferation is present
in a lentiginous array; the density and degree of
cytologic atypia is consonant with lentigo maligna
in 25–50% of cases.6 Rarely, a pagetoid pattern of
epithelioid melanocytes consistent with superficial
spreading melanoma is seen. Since an intraepider-
mal component tends not to be identifiable in
deeper lesions,6 it may be that migration from an
intraepidermal to an intradermal location occurs
during the evolution of desmoplastic melanoma.
Not infrequently, the most superficial aspect of the
invasive component may show a nested pattern of
dermal infiltration in which the superficial nests are
at varying angles to the long axis of the epidermis. In
addition, an occasional nest may be seen amidst the
dominant spindled sclerotic component. There is
usually infiltration of nerves by tumor, which tends
to surround and permeate cutaneous nerve trunks,
resulting in an endoneurium that appears hypercel-
lular. These infiltrated nerves may be found at
significant distances from the main tumor mass
including within the subcutaneous fat.19 It is
prudent to study the nerve trunks in any invasive
melanoma but in particular in those neoplasms of
lentigo maligna melanoma or acral lentiginous
melanoma subtypes. Desmoplastic melanomas may
also manifest considerable pagetoid infiltration of
the straight eccrine ducts and glands. The cytomor-
phology of the spindled populace is one of large
cells with oval to elongated nuclei that appear
hyperchromatic with coarse, irregularly distributed
chromatin and conspicuous nucleoli. The attenu-
ated cytoplasmic processes merge with the back-
ground stroma (Figure 5). There may be individual
cell necrosis. Mitoses are identified throughout the
tumor, although the mitotic index is usually low,
averaging approximately two mitoses per 10 high-
power fields. In one series, 10 of 28 cases exhibited
no mitoses;6 this has been our experience as well.
The tumor cells are usually devoid of pigment,
although there are often occasional melanophages
scattered through the stroma. There are rare reports,
however, of heavily melanized neurotropic melano-
mas in which perineural collections of pigment-
containing cells were seen. The presence of nodular
chronic inflammatory cell infiltrates along with
mucinotic zones2 (Figures 3 and 6), the latter in rare
cases so extensive as to lead to a misdiagnosis of
focal cutaneous mucinosis, complete the picture.

Figure 1 Desmoplastic melanoma: The biopsy has a square
contour due to the presence of abundant stromal collagen
deposition. It also appears vaguely hypercellular at scanning
magnification with extension of a process in and around the
subcutaneous fat lobules accompanied by fatty atrophy and
extension into the subcutaneous fascia.
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The presence of a lymphocytic infiltrate in a
sclerosing nevomelanocytic proliferation ought to
prompt careful consideration of desmoplastic mel-
anoma, in our view. Osteoid and bone formation
may be seen, particularly in subungual desmoplastic
melanomas.20

A recent study of 131 desmoplastic melanomas
showed a pure desmoplastic morphology in 93 cases
vs a mixed pattern in 39 cases, where the second
component was nondesmoplastic and often epithe-
lioid in character.21

Differential Diagnosis

Misdiagnosis at initial biopsy is common in our
experience and that of others and may be the basis
for inadequate initial local therapy that underlies

the high rates of local recurrence of this neo-
plasm.4,22 Early lesions of desmoplastic melanoma
may be difficult to distinguish from sclerosing nevi
of spindle and/or epithelioid cell (ie, Spitz) type,
sclerosing type A nevi, and sclerosing blue nevi. The
latter lesions show a central zone of fibrosis with a
well-circumscribed perimeter comprising typical
blue nevus cells and macrophages that typically
spare the adventitial dermis of the hair follicle. The
desmoplastic Spitz nevus has an inverted wedge-
shaped pattern, manifesting an admixture of spindle
cells with delicate elongate nuclei and bizarre
ganglion-like cells, the dual population of cell
components that also typify the nonsclerotic Spitz
nevus variant. The critical cell of the sclerosing type
A nevus has a characteristic banal elongate or cigar-
shaped nuclear morphology with rounded or blunt
nuclear contours and modest quantities of clear or

Figure 2 Desmoplastic melanoma: The dermis appears hypercellular in a diffuse, ill-defined fashion (a). There is lentiginous
melanocytic hyperplasia and atypia (straight arrow) (b), an important criterion for desmoplastic melanomas arising in the setting of
lentigo maligna, mucosal lentiginous or acral lentiginous melanoma. This finding is, unfortunately, seen in only roughly half of cases.
There is invasion by atypical spindle cells into the adventitia of adnexal structures (curved arrow), another important criterion for this
diagnosis which distinguishes desmoplastic melanoma from blue nevi and other melanocytoses that spare the adventitia.
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lightly melanized cytoplasm. In contrast, early
desmoplastic melanoma shows a haphazard, highly
infiltrative pattern of growth in which large atypical
hyperchromatic spindle cells deform the dermal
architecture and invade the adventitial dermis of
hair follicles. Neurotropism and foci of chronic
inflammation typify desmoplastic melanoma2 but
are usually absent in Spitz nevi. The nucleocyto-
plasmic ratios of desmoplastic melanoma are higher
than in the cells of the Spitz nevus, the cytoplasms
are more sparse, and usually, but not always,
melanin pigment is absent in the cytosol of the
melanocytes in desmoplastic melanoma. None of
the aforementioned benign nevi manifest zones of
mucinotic stromal change as is often present in
the desmoplastic melanoma.2 Furthermore, most
inverted type A nevi and most blue nevi lack a
lentiginous junctional component, and although
over one-half of Spitz nevi do have an intraepider-
mal melanocytic proliferation, this is more often
nested than lentiginous in character and has a
distinctive cytomorphology.

Metastatic melanoma may provoke a desmoplastic
stromal response to generate a morphology that
resembles the pattern of classical desmoplastic

primary melanoma; neurotropism is said not to be
seen in metastatic desmoplastic melanoma, how-
ever.9

Nonmelanocytic neoplasms that enter the differ-
ential diagnosis include leiomyosarcoma, neuro-
thekeoma and its cellular variant, spindle cell
squamous cell carcinoma, and, of course, scars and
dermatofibromata.22–24 Neurotropism may be seen in
a number of benign and malignant neoplasms; as
congenital and Spitz nevi may show this feature, it
is certainly not pathognomonic of the malignant
melanocytic phenotype.25 Neurotropism is also a
feature of squamous cell carcinoma, basal cell
carcinoma, keratoacanthoma, and adenoid cystic
carcinoma, but these lesions should not pose
a diagnostic dilemma when the appropriate immu-
nohistochemical workup has been performed.

Histogenesis

The source of the collagen matrix in the desmoplas-
tic melanoma is a subject of considerable contro-
versy. According to one hypothesis, that the tumor
cells evoke a host response characterized by a

Figure 3 Desmoplastic melanoma: Nidi of chronic inflammation in any hypercellular, collagenized spindle cell lesion should merit extra
scrutiny for other features of desmoplastic melanoma. These would include neurotropism (b-arrow).
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proliferation of fibroblasts, the collagen production
is of fibroblastic origin. The alternative hypothesis is
that the tumor cells are dedifferentiated neoplastic
melanocytes that function as facultative fibro-
blasts.26 Supportive of the latter hypothesis are
ultrastructural studies showing fibroblastic qualities
in the neoplastic cells11 and macular desmosomes
between adjoining neoplastic cells, held to be

evidence that the tumor populace constitutes a
modified or dedifferentiated melanocyte with fibro-
blastic attributes.27,28 Macular desmosomes are a
characteristic feature of melanoma and likely
account for the tendency for nesting of dermal
melanocytes seen in a minority of desmoplastic
melanomas. The concomitant fibroblast-like features
identified in the tumor cells include the presence of

Figure 4 Desmoplastic melanoma: In addition to lentiginous melanoma in situ (a and b) this diffusely cellular dermis is heavily
infiltrated by small lymphoid forms (a). Note dermal solar elastosis in this lesion which has arisen in the setting of lentigo maligna (b).

Figure 5 Desmoplastic melanoma: Hyperchromatic spindle cell
forms extend between and around the fat lobules that are
associated with fatty atrophy in this tumor which extends into
the subcutaneous fascia.

Figure 6 Desmoplastic melanoma: Note the hyperchromatic
fusiform neoplastic cells, the abundant quantity of mature
eosinophilic collagen fiber deposition and stromal mucinosis
which is pronounced in this example. Lymphocytes diffusely
percolate the dermis.
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dilated rough endoplasmic reticulum.27,28 The tu-
mor cells of desmoplastic melanoma decorate with
antibodies to S100 protein in an almost ubiquitous
fashion,6 with antibodies to neuron-specific enolase
in 40–96% of cases,6,17 and with HMB-45 in roughly
20% of cases6 (Figure 7). Typically, HMB-45 either
gives negative results29 or shows differential stain-
ing patterns in which tumor cells are weakly
positive superficially, with negative results in the
deep portions of the tumor.30 As previously men-
tioned, this staining pattern is different from that
observed in the blue nevus with atypia seen in
elderly patients. Similarly, sclerosing Spitz nevi
tend to show high HMB-45 expression superficially,
which tapers off to negativity in the lesional base;
the finding of an HMB-45-negative sclerosing nevo-
melanocytic proliferation ought to prompt careful
scrutiny for criteria of desmoplastic melanoma.
Longacre et al31 established that lesional melano-
cytes decorated with S100 protein in 94% of 32
studied cases of desmoplastic and spindle cell

melanoma, of which two S100-positive cases
showed decoration in fewer than 5% of the critical
cells. Using a two-color system, they demonstrated
that 32% of cases contained a significant number of
smooth muscle actin-positive cells, interpreted by
them as representing myofibroblasts, admixed with
the neoplastic spindled melanocytes and represent-
ing the putative source of the desmoplasia in these
neoplasms.31 This study would support the first
construction concerning the histogenesis of desmo-
plastic melanoma, that is, that a biphasic populace
is present and that the melanocytes and the
collagen-producing myofibroblastic cells are two
distinct and phenotypically separable populations.

The tendency for desmoplastic melanoma to
manifest neurotropism and stromal collagenization
can be explained at the molecular level by gene
expression profiling that shows activation of genes
encoding for neurotrophic factors and for extracel-
lular matric elaboration,32 expressed at the protein
level in fixed tissues by immunohistochemical assay

Figure 7 Desmoplastic melanoma: Immunohistochemical profile. HMB 45 and other markers of melanocyte lineage-specific
differentiation are either negative in desmoplastic melanoma or focally positive and then only in the more superficial aspects of the
neoplasm (left panel). Immunohistochemical studies for S100 protein, in contrast, diffusely decorate the neoplasm in the great majority
of cases (right panel).
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for p75 nerve growth factor receptor,33 basic fibro-
blast growth factor (b-FGF)34 and the fibroblastic
markers CD90 and CD13.35 The expression of genes
for melanocytic differentiation was reduced in
desmoplastic melanoma as compared to conven-
tional melanoma; the reduced melanocyte differen-
tiation gene expression has its counterpart at the
tissue level by virtue of absent expression of
melanocyte lineage-specific markers such as HMB-
45 and Melan-A,6 tyrosinase and D5, an antibody to
microphthalmia transcription factor (Mit-f).36,37

More recently, a similar lack of immunoreactivity
has been described with the novel monoclonal
antibody PNL2.38

Therapy

Since the lesions are often amelanotic, and so mimic
scars and basal cell and squamous cell carcinomas
clinically, initial biopsy may be delayed,39 com-
pounding the problem of histologic misdiagnosis
mentioned above and so delaying proper surgical
therapy.4,22 Deep excision to encompass fascia,
where possible, is often advised owing to the deeply
invasive nature of the neurotropic component.39

Great care must be taken to ensure that there is no
evidence of perineural infiltration in the margins,
the commonest cause of recurrence. Survivorship at
5 years approaches 75%, and, in thin lesions
o2mm in thickness, 90%.39 It has been suggested
that those desmoplastic melanomas having foci of
conventional vertical growth phase melanoma man-
ifest a significantly worse prognosis, with regional
lymph node metastases in 10% of cases as opposed
to only 1% of patients with pure desmoplastic
melanoma.21 Disease-specific 5-year mortality in one
study was 11% for pure desmoplastic vertical
growth phase tumors, vs 31% for those neoplasms
having the aforementioned hybrid morphology.21

There is little doubt that desmoplastic melanoma
manifests up to a three-fold greater thickness at
presentation but nonetheless has better survivorship
than conventional melanomas of similar thickness.21

Nevoid malignant melanoma

Introduction and Clinical Features

The term nevoid melanoma was first proposed by
Schmoeckel et al40 to describe a heterogeneous
group of lesions showing histologic features closely
recapitulating a benign nevus including a symme-
trical, dome-shaped or verrucous and papillomatous
silhouette and a cell populace manifesting apparent
maturation of cells with descent in the dermis.40–45

The clinical setting in our experience is that of a tan
nodule typically greater than 1 cm in size on the
trunk or proximal limbs of a young adult. Our
experience is thus similar to that of Blessing et al43

but is at variance with that of Kossard and

Wilkinson.46 This is, fortunately for pathologists, a
rare form of malignant melanoma comprising less
than 1% of all lesions seen in consultation. The
lesions behave like invasive melanoma including in
the context of local recurrence and metastatic
disease.40,45 However, in our opinion, many of the
cases so designated were, in fact, small epithelioid
melanomas in which the pleomorphic confluent
growth and high mitotic rate distinguished the
lesions from nevoid melanoma. Previous reports
describing a similar entity under a different nomen-
clature antedated the report of Schmoekel et al;41,42

Levene described such deceptively bland-appearing
lesions as ‘verrucous pseudonevoid melanoma,’
and, indeed, the lesions clinically resemble benign
nevi. In a series of 33 cases, 15 patients developed
metastatic disease and eight died of disseminated
melanoma.40 In the series of 15 patients reported by
McNutt et al,47 recurrent disease was observed in
three patients; local nodal metastases developed in
three patients, cutaneous metastatic disease in three
patients, and disseminated disease in one patient, a
32-year-old male who succumbed to his cancer.
There was a 2:1 male predominance and the average
age was 43 years. In the series by Wong et al,45

regional metastases developed in one patient, local
recurrence in three, and three were reported to be
alive and well with no evidence of disease after
excision. The average age at presentation in the
latter series was 40 years; there was a similar slight
male predominance. In a series of 20 patients with
nevoid melanoma, the mortality and metastasis rate
at 3 years was 37.5%.48 These lesions are not to be
confused with minimal-deviation melanoma, which
is considered a borderline tumor whose biological
behavior is difficult to predict on the basis of the
histology of the primary lesion.

Histology

Low-power architectural examination reveals either
a verrucoid (Figures 8–10) or a dome-shaped pattern
(Figure 11). In a series of 20 patients with nevoid
melanoma, 13 had dome-shaped surface contours
while seven were verrucous in character.48 There is a
circumscribed subjacent proliferation of mitotically
active melanocytes (Figure 10) that extends to lie in
direct apposition to either a smooth, papillomatous
or verrucous epidermis. The lesions manifest sharp
lateral circumscription.45,47 With respect to the
intraepidermal component, prominent pagetoid in-
filtration is notably absent. Junctional activity is
uncommon but can be observed in some cases of
verrucoid forms of nevoid melanoma. The super-
ficial dermal component is composed of nests of
epithelioid-appearing melanocytes (Figure 12); a
discernible spindle-cell component is not identi-
fied. In the verrucous variant, the superficial nests
can be quite large with confluence. There may be a
gradual diminution in cell size toward the base.44,47
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In addition, the cells are arranged in smaller units
including short cords, small nests,44 and a single-
cell dispersion 47 (Figure 13). The base is not well
demarcated. The dermal component typically
extends into the superficial reticular dermis for
a depth of anywhere from 0.67 to 1.2mm from the
epidermal surface.44 Although the cells at the base

are smaller, they show atypical features including
conspicuous nucleolation, nuclear membrane irre-
gularity, hyperchromasia, increased nuclear-to-cyto-
plasmic ratios, and mitotic activity, all of which are

Figure 8 Nevoid melanoma: Verrucous variant. This verrucous
nevoid melanoma shows a polypoid surface contour with
confluent and nodular growth of neoplastic melanocytes causing
an asymmetric expansile dermal population.

Figure 9 Nevoid melanoma: The tumor cells form confluent expansile nodules and sheets (a) of monotonous melanocytes (b).

Figure 10 Nevoid melanoma: Two mitotic figures are demon-
strated in this single � 60 high dry objective magnification image.
Note that the neoplastic cells are monotonous, manifesting
prominent nucleoli and occasion bean-shaped grooved nuclei.
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unusual in the banal common acquired nevus
(Figures 14 and 15). Features that allow easy
recognition of the process as malignant melanoma,
such as a pushing border, high mitotic activity, and
striking pleomorphism, are usually absent, which
compounds the risk of misdiagnosis of such lesions
as benign dermal nevi. Foci consistent with a
residual dermal nevus are not usually present.
Lymphatic invasion can be observed and may be a
sign of more aggressive behavior.44

Differential Diagnosis

The differential diagnosis of such lesions includes
minimal-deviation melanoma, nodular melanoma,
and melanoma arising in a dermal nevus.49,50 With
respect to the first two considerations, the pattern of
growth is not nevoid but rather is an expansile
nodule distorting and effacing the dermal architec-

ture. Other features such as high-grade nuclear
atypia and intraepidermal melanocytic atypia con-
sistent with melanoma in situ are further differen-
tiating points of nodular melanoma from nevoid
melanoma. In minimal-deviation melanoma, the
disposition of the cells within the dermis should
allow distinction.49,50 The expansile growth pattern
displaces surrounding structures, and there are
frequently remnants of the pre-existing benign
nevus, be it a Spitz nevus, a congenital nevus, a
common acquired nevus, or a pigmented spindle
cell nevus. The minimal-deviation melanoma is
equivalent to at least a level III melanoma with
respect to the extent of dermal invasion.51 The

Figure 11 Nevoid melanoma: Smooth contoured variant. The
upper dermis is diffusely replaced by neoplastic melanocytes in
this example of a nevoid melanoma which has generated a smooth
surface contour.

Figure 12 Nevoid melanoma: There are expansile nodules
deforming the papillary dermis.

Figure 13 Nevoid melanoma: At the base, the neoplastic cells
manifest little or no maturation in this example; rather, the tumor
cells show prominent nucleoli and large nuclei. Pseudomatura-
tion may be seen due to presumptive compression of neoplastic
cells by the collagen table, a deceptive finding in nevoid
melanoma that mimics closely a benign melanocytic nevus.

Figure 14 This oil immersion (� 1000 magnification) image
shows the fully transformed malignant cytomorphology of nevoid
melanoma. In particular, the chromatinic rims of the neoplastic
melanocytes are irregularly thickened, the nucleoli are prominent
and the chromatin is spiculated.
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cells are relatively monotypic, manifesting mild to
moderate atypia in contrast to the more fully
evolved atypia seen in nevoid melanoma. The latter
manifests more hyperchromatic nuclei and higher
nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratios. Mitoses are typically
more scarce in minimal-deviation melanoma than in
nevoid melanoma.49–52 In melanomas arising in
dermal nevi, by definition, there is a residual nevus,
a feature not typical of nevoid melanoma. In
addition, there is extension into the deep reticular
dermis and fat accounting for depths greater than
those reported in nevoid melanoma.53

There are ancillary studies that can be used to
further differentiate nevoid melanoma from either
dermal nevi or more common forms of melanoma.
The average number of nucleolar organizing regions
and their nuclear area and perimeter are signifi-
cantly smaller for nevoid melanoma compared to
those of superficial spreading melanoma and sig-
nificantly greater than those of banal dermal nevi.
Digital image analysis has shown that nuclear area
in nevoid melanoma is similar to that of benign nevi;
however, it is significantly less than that of con-
vention melanoma.54 The differential superficial

expression of HMB-45 and Ki-67 which charac-
terizes benign nevomelanocytic proliferations is
characteristically lost in nevoid melanoma (Figures 16
and 17).

Minimal-deviation melanoma

Introduction and Clinical Features

The concept of minimal-deviation melanoma as
introduced by Richard Reed is not one that is
universally accepted. We feel that minimal-devia-
tion melanoma does, indeed, represent a distinct
clinicopathologic entity. All such tumors share an
architectural growth pattern that simulates vertical
growth phase melanoma but lack the cytologic
features diagnostic of malignant transformation.19,52

The prognosis of minimal-deviation melanoma is
uncertain, but it has been imputed in limited series
to be better when compared with other melanomas
at a similar depth and level of invasion.55

The minimal-deviation melanoma presents either
as a nodule or a plaque that varies from flesh-
colored to dark brown or blue-black, most often

Figure 15 Nevoid melanoma: High-power morphology. The contrast between banal nevomelanocytes at the base of a benign intradermal
nevus (a) with the neoplastic fully transformed melanocytes of nevoid melanoma (b) is evident when seen at identical high power
magnification.
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ranging in size from 0.5 to 1.0 cm, and is character-
istically located on the trunk. Young adults in the
third and fourth decades of life are most frequently
affected. Often demonstrated histologically is a pre-
existing acquired nevus or a congenital nevus. When
present in a congenital nevus, the minimal-devia-
tion melanoma may manifest as a subcutaneous
nodule; such a nodule is commonly misdiagnosed
as an epidermal cyst. The histopathology of the
prototypic minimal-deviation melanoma is dis-
cussed below, followed by a consideration of the
entity known as minimal-deviation melanoma of

Spitzian type. The mean age was 27 years in a recent
study from Irvine, California.56 The behavior of
such lesions is unpredictable. Although in most
cases the behavior appears indolent,56 nonetheless
aggressive behavior as defined by metastatic disease
has been reported57,58 and has certainly been
encountered in our experience. Reed himself has
suggested that minimal-deivation melanoma of less
than 1.5mm in thickness might better be classified as
a ‘melanocytic neoplasm of indeterminate malignant
potential’.59

Histology

Minimal-deviation melanoma is characterized by an
expansile nodule either confined to the papillary
dermis (for which the appellation ‘borderline mel-
anoma’ was applied by Richard Reed) or permeative
of the reticular dermis (minimal-deviation mela-
noma), hence resembling at scanning magnification
fully evolved level III or IV vertical growth phase
malignant melanoma (Figure 18). The minimal-
deviation melanoma averages 3.40mm in thickness,
whereas borderline melanomas average 1.24mm in
thickness. There is usually no infiltration of the
subcutaneous fat except in those minimal-deviation
melanomas that arise in congenital nevi or in the
Spitzian variant of minimal-deviation melanoma.
Perineural invasion can be observed. Although the
prototypic low-power architecture is one of an
expansile nodule, one report describes a spindle
cell form of minimal-deviation melanoma that
assumed a diffusely infiltrative pattern within the
dermis.58 Mitoses are infrequently observed, and
necrosis is absent. Inflammation with desmoplasia
may be noted but is usually absent.49,51,60

Figure 16 Nevoid melanoma: Loss of differential HMB 45
expression. Most nevi show progressive diminution of HMB 45
and Melan-A expression in the deeper dermis. Note that this
nevoid melanoma shows diffuse expression of HMB 45 in the
neoplastic population.

Figure 17 Nevoid melanoma: Ki-67 decoration. In nevoid
melanoma, Ki-67 expression is higher than that seen in benign,
common acquired, and Spitz’s nevi where less than 10% and
often less than 5% of the critical cells decorate with this nuclear
marker of proliferation. In nevoid melanoma, greater than 10%,
and often greater than 20% of neoplastic cells decorate.
Furthermore, there is no differential decoration pattern. That is,
the neoplastic melanocytes diffusely express Ki-67 in a pattern-
less fashion.

Figure 18 Minimal-deviation melanoma: Low-power architec-
ture. The minimal-deviation melanoma manifests either a diffuse
replacement of papillary and reticular dermal collagen or an
asymmetric, expansile nodule of rather monotonous cells.
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The nodules of minimal-deviation melanoma and
borderline melanoma are composed of a relatively
uniform population of moderately atypical-appear-
ing nevus-like cells; such cells may resemble type A,
B, or C nevomelanocytes or have a predominantly
spindle cell morphology resembling a pigmented
spindle cell nevus.23,55,58,61 Within a given lesion,
there is monotypism of cell type (Figure 19). The
usual prognostic variables that apply to invasive
melanoma are not assigned to a lesion of minimal-
deviation melanoma as its biological behavior
cannot be predicted in the same fashion as the more
aggressive conventional malignant melanoma. The
cells of minimal-deviation melanoma resemble
nevus cells but exhibit moderately enlarged nuclei,
irregular chromatin distribution, and increased
nuclear-to-cytoplasmic ratios relative to benign
nevus cells (Figure 20). Conspicuous nucleoli are
identified. There is no apparent maturation either
with respect to diminution in cell or nest size.
However, the nests and/or fascicles are closely
apposed with narrow bands of intervening collage-
nous matrix, and are irregular in size, outline, and
aggregation. Mitotic activity is usually quite low; up

to six mitoses per 100 high-power fields are
observed. Corresponding studies of Ki-67 labeling
show a proliferation index greater than that of Spitz

Figure 19 Minimal-deviation melanoma: High power micro-
scopy. In this oil immersion (1000� objective magnification)
micrograph, the cells are monotonous, show prominent nucleoli
and, frequently, irregular nuclear contours.

Figure 20 This illustration demonstrates the comparative morphology of the melanocytes at 1000� magnification in a banal intradermal
nevus (a), a minimal-deviation melanoma (b) and a nevoid melanoma (c). As can be easily appreciated, the minimal-deviation melanoma
manifests a particularly treacherous cytology and also, at least in the hands of some observers, has a lower risk of metastasis than nevoid
and other more conventional vertical growth phase melanomas of epithelioid type.
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or common compound nevi but less than that of
superficial spreading melanoma.62

The distinction of a minimal-deviation melanoma
arising in a congenital nevus from the proliferation
nodule of a congenital nevus may be difficult. There
is little difference architecturally, as both manifest a
nodular pattern of growth that results in distortion of
the dermal silhouette. However, in the proliferation
nodule the cells are cytologically bland with incon-
spicuous nucleoli and merge with the background
nevus cell population. Collagen surrounds the
individual nevomelanocytes within proliferation
nodules, whereas tumor cells in minimal-deviation
melanoma are not surrounded by collagen or base-
ment membrane material. This likely relates to
certain biological properties of vertical growth phase
melanoma, specifically, the expression of transmem-
brane metalloproteinases which digest basement
membrane material and facilitate the growth and
spread of tumor. In minimal-deviation melanoma
cellular atypia and rare mitoses are seen. The cells
have a cytomorphology disparate from the remainder
of the lesion. Mitoses are uncommon in both
the proliferation nodule and the minimal-devia-
tion melanoma, but, because mitoses can be seen
in either, their presence is not a distinguishing
criterion.

Equine/animal-type melanoma in humans:
malignant melanoma with prominent
pigment synthesis

Introduction

The existence in horses of skin neoplasms compris-
ing nodules of heavily melanized cells has been
recognized for centuries and is termed equine
melanotic disease.63–65 These common neoplasms
classically develop in old gray horses and are also
described in nonequine animal models such as
those induced via cutaneous application of topical
carcinogens.66–69 The similarities between these
lesions and a similar process in humans were first
recognized by Darier in 1925.70 As only a few human
cases are described, the biological behavior of these
heavily pigmented ‘animal-type’ melanomas is un-
clear.71 In one series, patients seemed to manifest a
long indolent phase,72 although in our hands two of
six patients developed metastases and one died of
disease.71 There is one case report where metastasis
to a regional lymph node occurred without wide-
spread dissemination, another case report describ-
ing a local cutaneous metastasis 1 year after
excision,65 and a third case report of a patient who
developed widespread metastatic disease.73

Animal-type melanoma manifests a common
theme, namely, a tumorous proliferation of melano-
cytes with striking pigment synthesis. The differ-
ential diagnosis encompasses benign cellular
pigment-synthesizing melanocytic tumors, but there

is sufficient distinctiveness to the histomorphology
and to the biological behavior to preclude other
diagnoses such as cellular blue nevus or deep-
penetrating nevus.

Clinical Features

The lesions present as blue-black plaques or nodules
averaging 1 cm in diameter, but with some lesions
measuring several centimeters, without a predilec-
tion for site or sex. In our own series, four of the
patients were in the first or second decades of life,
suggesting an incidence skewed to a younger
population. There was no association with familial
dysplastic nevus syndrome, sun exposure, or family
history of melanoma.71 Tuthill et al72 reported an 18-
year-old woman with a 10-year history of a shoulder
plaque that reached a size of 10 cm before excision;
the lesion was of variegated shades of brown, blue,
and black comprising beaded rows of papules and
macules. At 1 year after the initial excision, a
cutaneous metastasis developed at the graft site.
Levene described a progressive punctate dermal
melanocytosis that started in childhood and termi-
nated in the fifth decade as disseminated melanoma.
Pathy et al73 described a 65-year-old man who
developed numerous nodules in the periphery of a
giant blue nevus of the scalp that had been present
since childhood. His subsequent course was one of
local satellite metastases and of subsequent spread
to cervical lymph nodes and parotid gland.

Histology

The animal-type melanoma is a heavily pigmented
tumor that extends to the dermal subcutaneous
interface and often lacks a grenz zone of papillary
dermal sparing (Figures 21 and 22). Pagetoid
infiltration of a hyperplastic epidermis may be seen.
Tumor cell cytoplasms manifest pigment deposition
that ranges from fine granular deposits of light
brown melanin to dark brown coarse deposits that
obscure nuclear detail. The latter, when manifesting
polygonal or rounded cytoplasmic contours, are
difficult to distinguish from the melanophages
present in variable numbers in all cases. The tumor
cells have either a spindled or a polygonal morpho-
logy, the spindled cells frequently being disposed in
fascicles. The population with a rounded or poly-
gonal contour often assumes a nodular disposition
within the dermis. Areas of confluent melanocytic
growth are invariably present and typically dis-
sipate in cellularity at the periphery of the lesion
where the cells manifest a dendritic appearance that
may be mistaken for a blue nevus. Mitotic activity is
usually very low, a host response is negligible,
ulceration is never seen, and intravascular invasion
is not identified. The dominant cytomorphology in
most cases is that of cells that show some nuclear
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atypia, namely, regular oval to round nuclear
shapes, with moderate anisonucleosis, small
nucleoli, and delicate, evenly distributed chromatin;
characteristically, these do not fulfill the cytologic
criteria of malignancy (Figures 23–25). In roughly
half of cases the cytomorphology was recognizably
malignant but nonetheless well differentiated;
bizarre or overt anaplasia is not a feature, in our
experience, except in metastatic deposits. Rather,
the most important clue to the diagnosis of melano-
ma is effacement of dermal architecture by areas of
confluent melanocytic growth. There is a propensity
for tumor cells to infiltrate the adventitial dermis of
follicular and adnexal structures. The close
association of the tumor cells to the follicular

Figure 21 Melanoma with prominent pigment synthesis (animal-
type melanoma). This particular tumor shows a 2.5 cm diameter
black nodule extensively replacing the dermis and upper
subcutis.

Figure 22 Melanoma with prominent pigment synthesis (‘animal-
type melanoma’). The tumor diffusely replaces the dermis and the
upper subcutis and manifests prominent pigment deposition
which obscures nuclear detail.

Figure 23 Melanoma with prominent pigment synthesis (animal-
type melanoma). Heavy melanin pigment obscures nuclear detail.

Figure 24 Melanoma with prominent pigment synthesis (animal-
type melanoma). Roughly one-third to one-half of cases have an
epidermal component with prominent pagetoid spread. In this
example, the heavily melanized cells manifest prominent den-
dritic processes within the epidermis.

Figure 25 Melanoma with prominent pigment synthesis (animal-
type melanoma). Where nuclear details can be discerned, the
nuclei are clearly atypical and large with high nucleocytoplasmic
ratios and prominent nucleoli. Melanin bleach preparations can
be employed to remove the pigment, and thus to identify mitotic
activity.
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sheaths has prompted an alternative appellation for
this neoplasm, namely, pilar neurocristic hamarto-
ma.65,71,73,74 The latter is apparently a hamartoma-
tous lesion in which melanoma with prominent
melanin synthesis may arise; some cases of animal-
type melanoma develop in the setting of a hybrid
pattern of blue nevus with a background perifolli-
cular and perieccrine population of well-differen-
tiated pigment-laden cells which seem to give rise to
the foci of melanoma. Metastases have a variable
morphology in this scenario, whereby some deposits
resemble pilar neurocristic hamartoma and others
are typical of melanoma. Malignancy developing
in other prominent pigment-synthesizing tumors is
described for cellular blue nevi,75,76 extrasacral
mongolian spots, and the nevi of Ota and Ito.77

Precursor dysplastic, common acquired, or conge-
nital nevi have not been identified. The typical case
lacks melanoma in situ like nodular melanoma, but
there may be pagetoid spread centrally overlying
massive dermal involvement. One case in our series
had a precursor lesion suggestive of a cellular blue
nevus, whereas three other cases had areas recapi-
tulating the morphology of a common blue nevus.71

Other authors have reported an apparent relation-
ship with blue nevi, suggesting a common histo-
genetic precursor, namely, the dermal dendritic
melanocyte. Perhaps these tumors should be con-
sidered a form of aggressive dermal melanocytosis
with a potential to metastasize.78 In our experience,
those cases with bland cytomorphology did not
manifest aggressive behavior, whereas, of those
cases with overtly anaplastic nuclei, one showed
intracutaneous metastatic disease and one led to
death from metastasis.

Differential Diagnosis

The differential diagnosis of such lesions includes
cellular blue nevus, blue nevus with hypercellularity,
the heavily pigmented epithelioid cell nevus, and
regressed melanoma with prominent melanophage
accumulation.79–82 Cellular blue nevus manifests
nests of cells with monotonous round to oval nuclei,
bland, evenly dispersed chromatin, and abundant
quantities of clear cytoplasm with well-defined cell
margins arranged in discrete nodules. There is an
interposition by components typical of a common
blue nevus and nests of melanophages in the stroma
between tumor nodules. The cellular blue nevus
typically assumes a ‘dumbbell’-shaped configura-
tion that is vertically oriented. The cellular foci
may be relatively devoid of pigment synthesis, the
foci of prominent pigment synthesis being identified
in the more hypocellular blue nevus-like areas. The
blue nevus with hypercellularity resembles a
common blue nevus but also contains cellular
fascicles of relatively amelanotic spindled cells.
The blue nevus with hypercellularity is not as large
as a cellular blue nevus and fails to demonstrate the

dumbbell-shaped configuration that is typical of the
cellular blue nevus. The heavily pigmented epithe-
lioid cell nevus is usually well circumscribed, with
either a rounded or wedge-shaped lower border, and
the cells, where visible, have a bland cytomorpho-
logy. Although we have encountered a case of
animal-type melanoma with a whorled, or storiform,
low-power architecture, we do not consider the
Bednar tumor (pigmented dermatofibrosarcoma pro-
tuberans) to be a realistic differential diagnostic
consideration. The reason for this is that
the dendritic pigmented cells scattered throughout
the Bednar tumor are incapable of producing a
sufficient quantity of melanin to obscure nuclear
features. If in doubt, the critical cells in the
Bednar tumor mark, as expected, with antibody to
CD34.83

Features of regressed vertical growth phase mela-
noma include a distinctive pattern of delicate
fibrosis comprising fine collagen fibers amidst an
edematous matrix that contains scattered mono-
nuclear cells. Prominent elongated venules are
present, often with a perpendicular arrangement to
the epidermis. Amidst these stromal alterations are
accumulations of pigment-laden macrophages that
can assume a globular architecture similar to
animal-type melanoma but lack nuclear atypia.
The nuclei of the critical cells of animal-type
melanoma are variable in size and shape but never
include those with the reniform contour of a
histiocyte. In regressed melanoma, the melanin
pigment is coarse and irregularly distributed within
the cytoplasms of melanophages, which contrasts
with the fine granular pattern of deposition seen in
the neoplastic melanocytes in animal-type mela-
noma. Immunohistochemical stains would be con-
firmatory of the dominant histiocytic composition of
the infiltrate in regressed melanoma; the domi-
nant cell type in lesions of equine melanoma is
a spindled melanocyte. We recommend the use of an
alternate chromagen to diaminobenzidene, because
the brown reaction product of this chromagen may
be difficult to visualize in the melanized tumor. One
alternative choice for a chromagen is aminoethyl-
carbazole, which decorates the reaction product
with a distinct reddish-brown color. Another would
be a streptavidin-alkaline-phosphatase system
followed by new fuschin chromagen (Bio Genex
Laboratories, San Ramon, CA, USA), which imparts
a distinctive purplish hue to the reaction product. A
third alternative that we employ is the alkaline
phosphatase system using Fast Red chromagen
(Ventana Medical Systems Inc., Tucson, AZ, USA).
We do not recommend the use of permanganate-
oxalate bleach methods to remove the melanin
pigment, as their use causes loss of decoration with
antibodies MelanA and HMB-45. Although S100
protein antigenicity is maintained in permanganate-
oxalate bleach methods, the specificity of S100
expression as an indicator of melanocytic differen-
tiation is, of course, less.
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Management and Prognosis

The biological behavior of animal-type melanoma is
hard to predict given the small series in the
literature. There is some evidence, albeit not of a
statistically significant character, that tumors with
less atypical cytologic characteristics behave in a
more indolent fashion than those with overtly
malignant nuclear features. Although the tumor
can be lethal, given the depth and level of reported
lesions and the lack of a host response, it would
seem that in most instances the course is less
aggressive than that of nodular or superficial
spreading vertical growth phase melanomas with
similar histologic parameters. Lesions of animal-
type melanoma manifest a low mitotic index and
lack regression, vascular invasion, or ulceration. As
there is a potential for aggressive behavior that
cannot be reliably predicted on the basis of
histologic criteria, we advise re-excision of all
animal-type melanomas with 1–2-cm margins. Sen-
tinel lymph node biopsies are also probably of value
and should be performed in cases where this
procedure is available. A recent study of heavily
pigmented epithelioid melanocytic neoplasms,
lumped together under the common term ‘pigmen-
ted epithelioid melanocytoma,’ showed regional
lymph node metastases in 46% of cases in which
lymph node biopsies were performed. Only 24 of 40
patients in that series underwent lymph node
biopsies, however, suggesting that this grouping of
lesions included those known or thought most likely
to have no metastatic potential.84 In an earlier study,
seven of 10 patients with pigment-synthesizing
tumors who underwent sentinel lymph node biop-
sies were found to have metastatic tumor deposits.85

Follow-up, as in any case of invasive malignant
melanoma, should be conducted.

Malignant blue nevus

Introduction and Clinical Features

The malignant blue nevus is a rare lesion first
described by Allen and Spitz86 that usually arises in
a background of cellular blue nevus.87–97 These
lesions are most common on the scalp, although
they have been reported at other sites such as the
arm (Figures 26 and 27).98 In only rare cases will a
malignant blue nevus arise de novo with no
apparent benign precursor, and in such circum-
stances, an alternate label or diagnosis should be
considered. Although the precursor lesion has
invariably been present since birth or early child-
hood, malignant transformation occurs in an age
group typically greater than 45 years,94 with a male
preponderance. The clinical hallmarks of malignant
cellular blue nevus include rapid enlargement,
ulceration, and change in color. The lesions may
attain a large size (3–13 cm). The tumor is thought to
have an aggressive behavior and metastasizes in the

majority of patients.98–100 Molecular analysis follow-
ing microdissection has failed to show loss of
heterozygosity for a number of genes operative in
melanomagenesis, such as MTS1, MX11, CMM1,
p53, NF1, L-myc, hOCG1 and MCC.97

Histology

There is typically a background lesion consistent
with a cellular blue nevus (Figure 28),90,95–97 usually
situated laterally to the malignant component.
Occasional examples have been seen superimposed
upon pre-existing nevi of Ito or Ota.77,101 An
exceptional case may arise in the background of a
dermal melanocytosis in other settings, such as in a
nevus spilus.102 In most cases a moderately dense
inflammatory cell infiltrate is present at the base.
The histologic features of the benign component, be

Figure 26 Malignant blue nevus. This elderly man’s longstanding
blue nevus underwent progressive expansion to a size of over
12 cm and developed multiple blue-black satellite nodules within
it. (Case courtesy of Dr Mirek Stranc, Winnipeg, Manitoba).

Figure 27 Malignant blue nevus. Note the blue-black nodule with
a surface diameter in excess of 1 cm and a supero-inferior
dimension of 1.5 cm, as tumor infiltrates the subcutaneous tissue.
(Case courtesy of Dr Mirek Stranc, Winnipeg, Manitoba).
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it a blue or cellular blue nevus, are prototypic for the
respective entity. Amidst this precursor lesion are
fascicles and nodules of markedly pleomorphic
spindle and epithelioid cells, the former cell type
dominating in the fascicular component and the
latter being primarily found within the nodular
areas. The fascicles and nodules coalesce, resulting
in effacement of the dermal architecture. This form
of malignant melanoma frequently exhibits exten-
sion into the subcutis. There are interspersed bizarre
tumor giant cells. Numerous abnormal mitotic
figures are observed, averaging 8–9 per mm2 (Figure
29).92 Zones of tumor cell necrosis are observed.
There may be blood vessel invasion. A junctional
component is typically absent.94

Differential Diagnosis

The differential diagnosis is primarily with a
cellular blue nevus with atypia92,103,104 vs the
animal-type melanoma.71 In the atypical cellular
blue nevus there is a minor component that appears
very similar to a malignant cellular blue nevus as
manifested by marked pleomorphism, the presence
of bizarre giant cells, and atypical mitoses. Such
atypical cells are the dominant component in
malignant cellular blue nevus but in contrast
comprise only a small component of the cellular
blue nevus with atypia. Possibly, the latter repre-
sents a cellular blue nevus in transition to a
malignant cellular blue nevus. The main differen-
tiating points, in addition to the extent of the
cytologic atypism in the lesion, are large areas of
necrosis, a high mitotic rate, blood vessel invasion,
and cytologic atypia with nucleolar prominence.
The animal-type melanoma typically has less atypi-
cal cytology and a lower mitotic rate, nor does it
manifest confluent necrosis as does the malignant
blue nevus.19,71 The diagnosis of malignant blue

nevus should be considered when a lesion that has
arisen in a pre-existing blue or cellular blue nevus
exhibits highly atypical epithelioid melanocyte with
bizarre tumor giant cells and numerous abnormal
mitotic figures averaging 8–9 per mm2.

It should be remembered that cellular blue nevi
can be associated with rests within lymph nodes,81

mimicking metastatic disease.

Unusual cytmorphologic and phenotypic
variants of melanoma (metaplastic,
balloon, signet ring, myxoid, small
cell, and rhabdoid melanoma)

Unusual Phenotypic Profiles in Malignant Melanoma

The spectrum of abnormal phenotypes which can be
encountered in melanoma include the expression of
morphologies and antigens more commonly encoun-
tered in lesions of epithelial, fibrohistiocytic, rhab-
doid, smooth muscle, and osteocartilagenous
derivation. Conversely, some melanomas do not
express markers commonly associated with mela-
nocytic phenotypes (ie S100 protein or HMB45) and
thus prove to be particularly treacherous diagnostic
pitfalls.

Metaplastic Change in Malignant Melanoma

Metaplastic foci mimicking osteogenic sarcoma have
been described in lesions of malignant melanoma.
Some of these cases were associated with external
iatrogenic procedures, suggesting the role of trauma
as an inducing factor (Figure 30).105–111

Osteosarcomatous metaplasia in a malignant
melanoma may be the sequela of an alteration in
benign stromal fibroblasts as a host response to the
tumor, or it could represent a divergent differentia-
tion pattern, whereby melanoma cells acquire the
machinery necessary for the production of malig-
nant osteoid. Cartilaginous metaplasia has also been

Figure 28 Malignant blue nevus. In this example there is heavy
pigment synthesis within the dermis. The central area of
depigmentation represents a zone of confluent necrosis which is
characteristic of malignant blue nevus; the peripheral aspects
show more typical blue nevus and/or cellular blue nevus.

Figure 29 Malignant blue nevus: Where nuclear preservation is
optimal, mitotic figures can be seen and the fully transformed
malignant cytology of this lesion can be appreciated.
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described,106,110,112 often combined with bone for-
mation to yield a form of osteocartilaginous meta-
plasia, such as that reported in one case of a nasal
mucosal primary and its metastasis110 and in cases
of subungual melanoma.111,112 Mesenchymal ele-
ments with rhabdomyoblastic, lipoblastic, and neu-
rogenous features have been described in those
malignant melanomas that arise in giant congenital
nevi.113

Balloon Cell Melanoma

Clinical features
Balloon cell melanoma is a rare form of vertical
growth phase melanoma characterized by a nodular
proliferation of neoplastic balloon cells; the back-
ground lesion is typically one of a superficial
spreading melanoma.114 Clinically, lesions appear
as soft, rubbery, or firm nodules with a polypoid or
papillomatous contour whose cut surfaces are
grayish white or brown.115 The prognosis is similar
to that of other types of melanoma matched for
depth of invasion, with tumor thickness being of
greatest importance and the poor patient survival

statistics usually reflecting the deep extent of the
tumor at the time of presentation. In the largest
series on record, 57.5% of patients died with
metastatic disease 2 months to 12 years after initial
surgery.115 Primary balloon cell melanoma in brain
arising from a melanoblastic meningeal (or diffuse
meningeal) nevus has been described.116 Amelanotic
balloon cell melanoma represents a common histo-
logic variant in the spectrum of feline malignant
melanoma117 and has also been described in
humans.118 This unusual neoplasm has been re-
ported in the choroid.119,120

Histology
The tumor is characterized by nests and sheets of
large cells that exhibit an abundant quantity of clear
or finely vacuolated cytoplasm (Figure 31). The
lesion resembles a balloon cell nevus, although
there are important distinguishing features. In
particular, there is effacement of dermal architecture
by sheets of neoplastic cells with no intervening
stroma. Cytologic atypia and mitotic activity are
present, and necrosis, when visible, is a helpful
sign. The nuclei are large and exhibit prominent
nucleoli and highly irregular chromatin patterns.

Figure 30 Metaplastic melanoma: In this subungual melanoma, extensive cartilaginous matrix is produced by the neoplastic
melanocytes (a). Malignant cytologic features are visible at intermediate and high power microscopy (b).
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The clearness of cytoplasms in some cases appears
to be due to the intracellular accumulation of
glycogen as characterized by strong diastase-sensi-
tive periodic acid-Schiff positivity.121 In the majority
of ultrastructural studies, however, the vacuoles
either appear empty or are held to represent
degenerating melanosomes in a fashion analogous
to the balloon cell change of benign nevi.115,120,122

This is also likely true of most metastases from
balloon cell melanomas, which in one report did not
contain glycogen, fat, or melanin.118 In another case
of metastatic balloon cell melanoma, however, the
tumor cells were shown by electron microscopy to
contain lipid.123 Immunohistochemical studies with
antibodies to S100 protein, Melan-A and HMB-45
are positive in balloon cell melanoma and its
metastases (Figure 32),115,118,124,125 whereas neuron-
specific enolase preparations tend to decorate cells
weakly.115

Differential diagnosis
The differential diagnosis encompasses balloon cell
change in benign nevi including blue nevi122 and
common acquired nevi, with which balloon cell
melanoma may coexist,125 as well as other malignant
clear cell neoplasms. The latter include clear cell
sarcoma of soft parts, atypical fibroxanthoma and
granular cell carcinoma with clear cell change,
metastatic renal cell carcinoma, clear cell basal cell
carcinoma, and malignant clear cell acrospiroma115

as well as sebaceous carcinoma and clear cell
squamous cell carcinoma. Benign nonmelanocytic
lesions that merit consideration include leproma-
tous leprosy, xanthomata and hibernomas,115 and
clear cell dermatofibroma.126 Regarding the latter,
overlying epidermal hyperplasia and a storiform

arrangement of spindle cells amidst sclerotic stroma
typical of a benign fibrohistiocytic neoplasm are
characteristic. The critical cells in clear cell derma-
tofibroma are factor XIII positive.126 Balloon cell
melanoma cells can mimic foamy histiocytes at fine-
needle aspiration biopsy,127

Signet-Ring Melanoma

A signet-ring morphology may be observed in
lesions of melanoma and most commonly reflects
metastatic or recurrent lesions (Figure 33).128,129 The
finding of signet-ring differentiation in malignant
melanoma is an unusual event, being seen in some
0.5% of melanomas.128 Such findings raise diagnos-
tic consideration of adenocarcinoma, particularly in
metastatic sites 129,130 and in pleural or peritoneal
effusion cytology.131 The signet-ring cells may have a
small cell, large cell, or giant cell morphology.
Ultrastructural examination reveals that the vacuo-
lated appearance is most often imparted by the
intracytoplasmic accumulation of intermediate
filaments, specifically, vimentin.132,133 The cells
characteristically decorate with antibodies to S100
protein and are HMB-45 positive; however, excep-
tions to this profile exist. For example, cases of
S100-positive, HMB-45-negative signet-ring melano-
ma are described134,135 as are cases of HMB-45-
positive, S100-negative signet-ring melanoma.136 In
rare examples, intracytoplasmic neutral mucin may
be observed. The differential diagnosis of signet-ring
melanoma includes neoplasms with prominent
cytoplasmic vacuolation; tumors of vascular

Figure 31 Balloon cell melanoma: The vertical growth phase of
balloon cell melanoma is characterized by clear or empty
cytoplasmic spaces which indent and displace the nucleus to
the peripheral margin of the cell. In some areas, conventional
epithelioid vertical growth phase melanoma can be identified.

Figure 32 Balloon cell melanoma: Melan-A immunohistochem-
ical preparation. Although the balloon cell areas typically are
Melan-A and HMB 45 negative, the more conventional epithelioid
vertical growth phase zones show cytopasmic expression of
Melan-A in this figure, attesting to their melanocytic derivation.
The balloon cell change is largely attributed to degeneration of
melanosomes and their phagocytosis within lysosomal structures,
thus perhaps explaining the relative lack of expression of Melan-
A and HMB 45.
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endothelium or adipose tissue, signet-ring lympho-
ma,137 and epithelioid smooth muscle lesions are
thus considered as well as the obvious signet-ring

adenocarcinoma.138 This is a common histologic
variant in malignant melanoma in animal models.117

Myxoid Melanoma

Introduction and clinical features
Most often, the myxoid melanoma presents as a
metastatic tumor deposit that is associated with a
primary neoplasm that does not manifest a myxoid
morphology.139 However, primary myxoid melano-
ma has also been described in the skin128,140–147 and
in extracutaneous sites including the sino-nasal
passages.148

Histology
The rare myxoid melanoma manifests large malig-
nant cells amidst a basophilic mucinous matrix. In
all cases, the myxoid stroma comprises mesenchy-
mal acidic mucopolysaccharides, as opposed to
neutral epithelial mucins (Figure 34). Thus, epithe-
lial mucin preparations such as mucicarmine and
PAS-diastase are negative, whereas stains for acidic
mucosubstances (ie, Alcian blue at low pH) are
positive. The tumors are essentially amelanotic,
although by Fontana Masson preparations some
manifest evidence of melaninogenesis. Melano-

Figure 33 Signet-ring melanoma. In signet-ring melanoma, as in
balloon cell melanoma, a large vacuole displaces the nucleus to
the periphery of the cell; however, the tumor cells may also have a
bubbly, or physaliferous morphology. In this case, the bubbly
morphology and the cytoplasmic vacuolization is attributable to
the accumulation of aggregates of vimentin filaments, as proven at
the ultrastructural level.

Figure 34 Myxoid melanoma: In this mucosal melanoma from the nasopharynx, there is lentiginous melanocytic hyperplasia with fully
transformed malignant cells within the epithelial compartment (curved arrow, a). The myxoid change is seen in the epithelioid vertical
growth phase areas where an abundant quantity of acid mucosubstances is deposited in the subepithelial stroma (b). The tumor cells
show strong decoration with antibody to S100 protein (c).
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somes, including aberrant variants, are demon-
strable by electron microscopy.139,146 As there is no
cytoplasmic localization of the mucinous material
within the tumor cells, it is likely that the myxoid
matrix is produced as a response of the stromal cells
to the tumor rather than being a product of the tumor
cells per se. Such lesions should prompt evaluation
for a primary malignant melanoma because they
most often represent metastatic tumor depos-
its.128,139,149–154 Recently, a myxoid variant of clear
cell sarcoma, the soft tissue counterpart of cuta-
neous melanoma, has been described.155

Distinction of primary from secondary myxoid
melanoma rests on the demonstration in the primary
lesions of an atypical intraepidermal melanocytic
proliferation.141 The pattern of intraepidermal mel-
anocyte proliferation can be subtle, with irregular
nesting that is only focal.146 The lesions are usually
sparsely melanized or amelanotic; some show
neurotropism.146 Typically, ubiquitous S100 decora-
tion can be demonstrated. Decoration with HMB-45
is less uniform, however, with both positive139 and
negative146 results reported. In our hands, S100
protein was ubiquitously expressed in myxoid
melanomas, while only two-thirds expressed line-
age-specific markers Melan A or HMB 45.156 One
group found that labeling of primary myxoid
melanomas with E9, an antimetallothionein marker,
was predictive of rapid progression.146

Differential diagnosis
The differential diagnosis of myxoid melanoma is
broad, encompassing as it does other benign and
malignant myxoid neoplasms. With respect to the
latter, the spectrum includes soft tissue malignan-
cies as well as epithelial cancers. The soft tissue
malignancies include myxoid liposarcoma,157 myx-
oid malignant fibrous histiocytoma158 and its allied
lesions, low-grade fibromyxoid sarcoma159,160 and
low-grade myofibroblastic sarcoma,161 myxoid chon-
drosarcoma,158,162 myxoid peripheral nerve sheath
tumors,139 myxoid rhabdomyosarcoma,163 malignant
myoepithelioma,164 myxoid synovial sarcoma,165

myxoid follicular dendritic cell sarcoma,166 myxoid
dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans,167 metastatic
chordoma, and its benign mimic, parachordo-
ma.168–170 The epithelial cancers that may mimic
myxoid melanoma include metastatic adenocarci-
nomas, discussed under the differential diagnosis of
signet-ring melanoma (see above), and malignant
sweat duct tumors including malignant mixed
tumor. The very rare sarcomatoid variant of anaplas-
tic large-cell Ki-1 lymphoma171 can also produce
areas strikingly similar to myxoid melanoma at the
light microscopic level.

Myxoid melanoma lacks the arborizing, delicate
vasculature of the myxoid liposarcoma, and,
although the latter may rarely present as a primary
skin neoplasm,172 it usually has a manifestly
different clinical presentation that should enable
easy distinction. In any event, liposarcomas man-

ifest weak cytoplasmic membrane rim staining with
S100 protein quite unlike that seen in a melanocytic
neoplasm. The myxoid malignant fibrous histiocy-
toma and other soft tissue cancers of myofibroblastic
derivation are generally S100 negative and, like the
liposarcoma, have a different pattern of clinical
presentation in most cases. The atypical fibrox-
anthoma, a superficial cutaneous variant of malig-
nant fibrous histiocytoma arising in the sun-
damaged skin of the elderly, can also have a myxoid
morphology. The low-grade fibromyxoid sarcoma
might be confused with myxoid melanomas having
a high content of spindled cells and manifests strong
vimentin immunoreactivity;159,160 however, all other
melanocyte-related immunohistochemical markers,
including S-100 protein, are not expressed.160

Similarly, S100 protein is not expressed in low-
grade myofibroblastic sarcoma,161 which may be
closely allied to the fibromyxoid sarcoma in any
event.

Extraskeletal myxoid chondrosarcoma has long
been considered a distinctive form of low-grade
sarcoma occurring in the deeper soft tissues of
proximal extremities, limb girdle, and trunk. Larger
series show the estimated 10-year survivorship to be
only 70%.162 Neoplasms tend to be weakly positive
for antibodies to S100 protein in only a minority of
cases (38%), and cytokeratin (CK) preparations are
negative.162 Myxoid malignant peripheral nerve
sheath tumors may arise de novo or in the setting
of neurofibromatosis.173,174 Rhabdomyosarcomas
characteristically are glycogen rich and manifest an
immunohistochemical profile (desmin þ ve/S100
�ve) unlikely to be confused with melanoma.
Malignant myoepithelioma manifests myxoid,
spindled, epithelioid, and plasmacytoid zones in a
solid or partly cystic lesion; cells tend to have an
epithelioid/rhabdoid cytomorphology and to deco-
rate with antibodies to S100 protein, smooth
muscle actin, and CK.164 Myxoid synovial sarcoma
tends to manifest as lacy cords of monophasic
spindled cells embedded in a myxoid stroma.165

Some examples manifest a biphasic morphology.
Synovial sarcoma, arising as it does in an undiffer-
entiated mesenchymal precursor, can rarely present
as a primary skin neoplasm.175 Roughly half of such
lesions express S100 protein, whereas most also
express CK and/or epithelial membrane antigen.165

A myxoid variant of the follicular dendritic cell
sarcoma exists; these are malignant tumors of the
follicular dendritic cell apparatus that may occur in
extranodal sites.166 The tumor cells, dispersed as
cords of slightly atypical spindled cells, manifest
immunoreactivity for S100 protein and epithelial
membrane antigen, as well as CD21 and CD35,
respectively the Epstein–Barr virus receptor on B
lymphocytes and a monocyte marker.166 Myxoid
dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans is a challenging
diagnosis as the lesion is CD34 negative, unlike its
conventional counterpart.167 However, antibody to
S100 protein does not decorate this lesion, which
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should make distinction from myxoid melanoma
simple. Chordoma metastatic to the skin, classically
from a primary tumor of sacrum or clivus, can
produce an appearance quite like myxoid mela-
noma. Chains of cells are enmeshed in a myxoid
stroma; the cells manifest physalliferous (ie, sponge-
like or bubbly) cytoplasmic vacuolation. Coexpres-
sion of S100 protein and CK enables distinction
from myxoid melanoma.176–181 Histologically iden-
tical to chordoma at the light microscopic level is
the parachordoma, a benign cutaneous neoplasm
that most often is seen in the extremities adjacent to
synovia, tendons, or osseous structures.169 The
immunohistochemical profile may be similar to
chordoma, which more frequently manifests expres-
sion of CK (98 vs 66%) and epithelial membrane
antigen (90 vs 20%).169 This distinction is an
important one, however, as the diagnosis of chordo-
ma implies a metastatic malignant neoplasm. Para-
chordoma may in fact represent a variant of the
benign myxoid neurothekeoma. Correlation with
clinical history and imaging studies is thus of
paramount importance.

The malignant neoplasms of the sweat gland and
duct manifest keratin positivity in most cases, as do
malignant mixed tumors and metastatic carcinomas
such as those of breast and lung. Furthermore,
epithelial mucins are the rule in these scenarios.
One can discern the very rare sarcomatoid variant of
anaplastic large-cell lymphoma from malignant
melanoma based on S100 negativity as well as
its expression of CD30 and, focally, of epithelial
membrane antigen.171

Benign lesions that merit consideration in the
differential diagnosis of myxoid melanoma include
soft tissue myxoma,182 myxoid common acquired
nevi,183 myxoid cellular blue nevi,184 myxoid
neurothekeoma185 and hyaline-cell-rich chondroid
syringoma.186 The soft tissue myxoma manifests
bland stellate or spindled cells lacking cytologic
criteria for malignancy and can so be distinguished
from myxoid malignant melanoma.182 Similarly, the
myxoid cellular blue nevus lacks cytologic features
of malignancy. With regard to the myxoid neuro-
thekeoma, this lesion tends to decorate with anti-
body to S100 protein,185 as does the hyaline-cell-
rich chondroid syringoma;186 the latter will also
show keratin decoration in the modified myoepithelia
that make up the cell populace, thus enabling distinc-
tion when the appropriate immunohistochemical
cocktail is applied.

Small Cell Melanoma

Undifferentiated small cell melanomas are most
frequently encountered in the setting of a malignant
melanoma that has arisen in a giant congenital
nevus (Figure 35), the characteristic clinical herald
of which is the development of a protuberant and/or
ulcerating nodule.19 The small cell foci may show

nuclear molding reminiscent of small cell carcinoma
or exhibit a strikingly dyshesive growth pattern
resembling the morphology of a lymphoblastic
lymphoma. Melanomas manifesting this morpho-
logy are invariably in vertical growth phase and have
an aggressive course. In addition to being a cyto-
morphologic mimic of lymphoblastic lymphoma,
other small round cell tumors of childhood, includ-
ing Ewing’s sarcoma, peripheral neuroectodermal
tumors, and Merkel cell carcinoma enter into the
differential diagnosis of small cell malignant mela-
noma.

Rhabdoid Melanoma

The presence of rhabdoid features in melanoma has
been described and is not uncommon in metastatic
melanoma; however, it is quite rare in primary
lesions with only a few cases reported. Rhabdoid
tumors are characterized by large sheets of poly-
gonal cells with abundant cytoplasm containing
eosinophilic inclusions and a peripherally dis-
placed vesicular nucleus (Figure 36). Ultrastructural
analysis of one case showed cytoplasmic whorls
of intermediate filaments with entrapped rough
endoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria, and lipid.187

They have diverse patterns of immunoreactivity
decorating with antibodies to S-100 and vimentin
as well as, in some cases, keratins and desmin,
and have been reported to frequently lose HMB-45
expression.188

CD34 Expression in Malignant Melanoma

The CD34 antigen is a 110 kD protein encoded by a
gene located on chromosome 1q and expressed on
the surface of stem cells in bone marrow.189 It was
first used as a means to isolate stem cells for

Figure 35 Small cell melanoma: In this small cell melanoma,
which has arisen in the setting of a giant congenital nevus in an
infant, the neoplastic melanocytes have nuclei only 2–3 times the
diameter of red blood cells (ie roughly 20 mm in size). They show
nuclear contact molding and coarse heterochromatin cognate to a
neuroendocrine cell carcinoma.
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transplantation and to identify subgroups of acute
leukemia. It is also found in vascular and spindle
cell tumors as well as tumors of neural and
myofibroblastic derivation including dermatofibro-
sarcoma protuberans (DFSP), solitary fibrous tumors
and pleomorphic fibromas.

Melanocytic neoplasms have long been held to be
CD34 negative, but there is a limited literature
precedent regarding CD34 expression in lesions of
melanoma (Figure 37). Hoang et al190 described a
case of a desmoplastic malignant melanoma, resem-
bling DFSP histologically, which expressed CD34
strongly in the tumor spindle cells. This further
complicates an already difficult challenge of distin-
guishing a DFSP from desmoplastic melanoma as
CD34 is often used as a marker of DFSP.191 Chen et
al192 described CD34 expression in uveal melanoma
cells. The authors speculate that CD34 expression
may be a marker of aggressive behavior. CD34
expression has also been described in a cellular
blue nevus.193 CD34 is often used to calculate
microvascular density in uveal tumors, one indica-

Figure 36 Rhabdoid melanoma: In this example of rhabdoid
vertical growth phase melanoma, there are large eosinophilic
inclusions in the cytoplasm in a fashion that mimics rhabdomyo-
blasts of rhabdomyosarcoma. At the ultrastructural level, these
filaments are aggregates of vimentin; on occasion muscle-type
intermediate filaments may also be seen.

Figure 37 Aberrant CD-34 expression in melanoma. This melanoma expresses S100 protein and Melan-A immunohistochemically, but
also shows florid expression of CD-34.
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tor of prognosis,194 owing to its expression in
endothelia.195

The expression of CD34 in melanoma may be
explained by genetic dysregulation. It has been
shown that aggressive melanoma cells express
inappropriate markers that would not be expected
of normal melanocytes.196 Specifically, Hendrix
et al196 showed expression of vascular endothelial
(VE)-cadherin in aggressive melanoma cells which
correlated with their ability to form vascular
channels. The authors speculate that the expression
of VE-cadherin may represent a reversion to a more
primitive, embryonal phenotype. The expression of
CD34 in melanoma may also be indicative of a
similar state of dedifferentiation, as other cells of
neural crest origin such as peripheral nerve cells
and Schwann cells have been shown to express
CD34.197

The Bednar tumor has also been shown to express
a mixed immunophenotype (CD34- or Mart-1-posi-
tive) in dispersed dermal spindle cells within a
DFSP-like lesion suggesting a common cell of origin,
namely, a putative neuromesenchymal cell, the
potential cell of origin of all neural crest-derived
dermal tumors including DFSP.198 This overlap of
histologic and immunohistochemical phenotypes
may indicate the existence of a spectrum of
neuromesenchymal conditions that range from
purely melanocytic lesions (dermal melanocytosis
and blue nevi), to varied proportions of melanocytic
and neuromesenchymal elements (cellular blue
nevi, desmoplastic melanomas, and Bednar tumors),
to purely mesenchymal lesions (DFSP).

Epithelial marker expression

Some melanomas have been observed to express CK
which had been considered a specific marker for
epithelial differentiation. One restrospective study
described expression of CK in five of 19 melanomas
analyzed.199 Other studies have shown similar
results, including in the context of the demonstra-
tion of proteins by Western blot analysis that
migrated to positions correlating with CK.200 This
suggests that such melanomas are actually expres-
sing CKs rather than some other explanation for
spurious expression, such as impure polyclonal
antibodies or crossreactivity attributed to specific
monoclonal antibodies.200 This epithelial differen-
tiation may be important as keratins coexpressed
with vimentin have been correlated to invasive and
metastatic potential.201 Epithelial membrane antigen
is expressed in some 2–10% of melanomas studied
(Figure 38).

Fibrohistiocytic differentiation

Fibrohistiocytic differentiation is demonstrated in
desmoplastic melanoma. This variant of melanoma
shows features in common with the DFSP as

discussed above, being composed of elongated
spindle-shaped cells resembling fibroblasts, sur-
rounded by mature collagen bundles. Desmoplastic
melanomas have been reported to be misdiagnosed
as other soft tissue tumors such as malignant fibrous
histiocytoma, atypical fibroxanthoma, and myxo-
fibrosarcoma. They can be differentiated from these
soft tissue tumors by the presence of S-100 protein.
A rare example of melanocytic tumors such as the
Spitz’s nevus expresses CD68 (Figure 39).

Smooth muscle differentiation

Smooth muscle and osteocartilagenous differentia-
tion are exceedingly rare phenotypes exhibited by
melanoma.112,202 There have been several studies
showing expression of muscle actin proteins in
melanoma with up to 52% of desmoplastic melano-
mas being positive. However, there has been only
one study showing ultrastructural smooth muscle
differentiation with fine filaments and focal densi-
ties. These cells, interestingly, lost reactivity to
HMB-45 and S-100.202 Osteocartilagenous differen-
tiation usually occurs in acral, particularly sub-
ungual, lesions. They typically show osteoid matrix
and occasionally chrondroblastic differentiation.
They are S-100 and HMB-45 positive.

Absence of melanocyte differentiation
markers

Occasionally melanomas may not express certain of
the melanocyte lineage-specific markers. For exam-
ple S100 protein is widely misconstrued to be
ubiquitously expressed by melanomas. However, in
one study 17 cases of melanoma that previously
tested negative for S100 protein expression were
re-evaluated by light microscopy, a broad panel of
immunohistochemical reagents including monoclo-
nal and polyclonal antibodies to S-100 protein, and
electron microscopy.203 On re-examination, four of
the 17 cases repeatedly tested negative for S100
protein despite various antigen enhancement
methods, but they were positive for HMB-45 antigen
and contained premelanosomes or melanosome-like
structures by electron microscopy. Two of these
repeatedly S-100-negative melanomas were acrally
located; although the numbers are small, a possible
relationship to a specific anatomic location was
suggested. These findings suggested that in a small
subset of melanomas S100 protein is either not
expressed or is expressed at a level below that which
can be detected by routine immunohistochemistry.
In our hands, we have seen several cases of lentigo
maligna in which the neoplastic melanocytes were
Melan-A but not S100 protein positive. HMB-45 and
Melan A detect respectively the tyrosinosome
matrix-related protein gp100 and the tyrosinase
pathway antigen A103.19 Both markers, like Mit-f,
are much less sensitive than S100 protein expres-
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sion and are often negative in melanoma. Orchard204

suggests that 25% of conventional melanomas are
negative for HMB-45 as are as many as as 50% of

metastatic melanomas. Desmoplastic melanomas are
often negative for HMB-45 unless a junctional
component is present. In regards to tyrosinase and
Melan-A both have been reported to lose expression
progressively in melanoma from clinical stages I to IV.
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